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ABSTRACT
Online shopping is a form of e-commerce which allows customers to directly buy goods from a
seller over the internet, using personal computers, smart phones, etc. This monograph deals with the
development of an e-commerce website for an online shopping of different types of female clothing,
which provides the user with a catalogue or vogue glossary of different types of colours, products, and
styles available for purchase in the store. The online shopping project was developed to allow a garmentmaking business to grow larger and faster and also to reduce the stress of visiting local fashion homes
by working-class females. It essentially aimed at allowing working-class women within Ekpoma locality
to view and order garment (product) online at their convenience, giving their own measurements. The
web site displays different types of locally-made Africa clothing and designs, which could be delivered
to the costumers in a short duration of time. The online shopping application is designed from a user
point-of-view. The user-friendly design helps the users in accomplishing their tasks with ease. Care was
taken to keep the design simple and understandable. The screens were designed in ADOBE
DREAMWAVER and the business logic was written in CSS, JAVA SCRIPT, and PHP, MYSQL. The
total lines of code written in this application are Java, CSS AND PHP. The modules are as listed: 1.
Registration (new users); 2. Login; 3. Select category; 4. View products in vogue glossary; 5. Price list
6; Purchasing and mode of payment; 7. Input correct measurements; and 8. Mode of delivery. The
application has been implemented and tested to improve the economy and reduce stress of workingclass women going to local fashion homes for amendment after shopping of apparel or clothing in
Ekpoma locality in Nigeria. Also, it allows them to make their own choice of materials to be used for
their choice of style or design, using their own measurements. In so doing, the research produced a
prototype web-based garment configuration for mass customization. It also provided a new system that
could reduce both the problems and limitations of the existing production processes in the female
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garment-making industry and it is hoped that the study would open up new vistas of research interfaces
between computer science and fashion studies.
Keywords: Web-based garment configuration, Working-class women, Style, Measurement, Mass
customization, Online shopping, Computer-aided design

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1. 1. Background to the Study
Digitization and the Internet (web) have already transformed existing products and
activities in number of ways. Besides the changes in the delivery of existing products, there are
also examples of genuinely new approaches that were not available prior to expansion of
Internet technologies. One example is adopting “open innovation” (Bellgran and Säfsten, 2010)
practices for involving the customers to find solutions or improve product development
processes; then supporting the customers in sourcing of specialized products over the Internet.
The growing accessibility of information technology, especially Web 2.0 technologies has
made the collaboration between people, ideas and economies more available than ever. It
accelerates the power of mass-collaboration where new models of production are established,
based on community, collaboration, and self-organization rather than on hierarchy and control.
The customers are becoming “prosumers” (Tapscott and Williams, 2010) by co-creating goods
and services rather than simply consuming the end product, and are engaged in the process of
developing a product or service that will satisfy their needs and develop new businesses.
Creative communities are built and the boundary between the company and the environment is
not firmly set.
Hence, the innovation processes can go in both directions which may be quicker and
easier to some extent. And all this happens in networks of partners who work as peers. We have
successful examples how peers produce an operating system, an encyclopedia, the media, and
even physical products. New developing trends are going towards small unit production of
customized products in large total volumes and towards open structures for labour and
production, which enables new ways of working in wider collaboration over local and global
borders (Bellgran and Säfsten, 2010). The ongoing advances in manufacturing as well as
information and communication technology have made mass customization a feasible option
for a wide range of products. The power of Internet has already been acknowledged for its
opportunities in connecting customers, producers, suppliers and logistics providers in each
stage of the manufacturing value chain (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2006). Internet technologies and
automated manufacturing systems are enabling consumers to customize practically anything
from computers, electronics, jewelry, clothing, to chocolate and cereals.
Manufacturing companies are faced with great tendency towards individualization of
demand, which compel them to build flexible and agile production systems with a growing
number of product variations, right down to the fabrication of units of one (Piller and Kumar,
2006). The purpose of mass customization (MC) is to distribute highly customized products
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with mass production efficiency. Unlike mass production system, the distinguishing
characteristic of mass customization is the great intensity of interactions.
The producer has to interactively engage with each customer individually in order to
acquire precise information about their needs and requirements, translated into concrete product
specifications. This repetitious action of co-creation and co-design linking the customer and the
producer results in high communication costs. However, the advent of Internet technologies
provided the information structure to match flexible manufacturing capabilities with customer
demands. Its low-cost communication capabilities have made reduction of transaction costs
realizable, thus enabled mass customization on a larger scale. Some of the recognized mass
producers which gained from adaptation of mass customization approach are companies such
as Dell, Hertz, Cemex, Nike, Adidas, Toyota, Proctor and Gamble, Scania, among others. Not
only are Internet technologies facilitating one-to-one communication between company and
customers, but are also supporting data collection and information processing (Kaplan and
Haenlein, 2006). Information gathered during each customer’s interaction can lead to integrated
knowledge flow that improves the knowledge base of the company (Pine, Peppers and Rogers,
1995).
Continual learning relationships between a company and its customers can be attained
with collaborative filtering and data mining techniques, combined with cookies and online
registration. These are plain examples of how an individual can access information collected
using Internet or web to assist the learning process, which as a consequence would lead to longterm business achievements. Da Silveira, Borenstein and Fogliatto (2001) addressed the main
enabling technologies supporting mass customization as Advanced Manufacturing
Technologies (AMT), including computer numeric control (CNC), flexible manufacturing
systems (FMS), and Communication and Network Technologies such as computer-aided design
(CAD), computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), computer integrated manufacturing (CIM), as
well as electronic data interchange (EDI).
Researchers consider these technologies essential to mass customization implementation,
which exploit the benefits of the fundamental mass customization attributes, such as agility and
flexibility. Accordingly, the major motivation behind the extensive use of communications and
networks based on information technology is to provide direct links between work-groups and
to advance the response time to customer requirements. A mass customization (MC) system is
extremely reliant on well-designed information systems that provide direct links between
internal workgroups, such as manufacturing, design and testing, and between external
workgroups, such as suppliers and customers (Da Silveira et al., 2001).
Information systems like product configuration systems are permitting acquisition of the
customer’s requirements, while automating the order taking process, and are considered to be
the most important enablers of the mass customization strategy (Blecker, 2005). Overall, a
configurator is implemented over the Internet at the interface between a supplier and the
customers, with the primary task to support customers in the product self-configuration
according to their individual requirements.
Piller (2004) points out that flexible manufacturing technology for efficient production of
high variety products is already obtainable in many industries, for quite some time. He further
claims that there was inconsistency between the accessibility of flexible production systems
and the availability of appropriate information systems that would be capable of handling the
intensive customer-company interactions and reducing the information flows, particularly in
consumer markets. This variation in the availability of different technologies could clarify the
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time lag between the extensive debate of mass customization in the literature and its delayed
practical realization.
1. 2. Statement of the Research Problem
Great foundation for any company is achieving appropriate balance of people and
technology. The development of technologies is leading to a major shift towards mass
customization (MC) – the possibility to customize products exactly in quantities as small as
one, although producing them at mass-production speeds. Mass customization in the
information age is replacing the mass-production model of the industrial age (Momany, 1996).
Mass customization can take place at different points along the value chain, ranging from
simple adaptation of delivered products by customers themselves, up to the total customization
of product design, fabrication, assembly and delivery. Da Silveira et al. (2001) argue that the
rationale for the development of mass customization systems is based on three main ideas.
These are: new flexible manufacturing and information technologies enable production systems
to deliver higher variety at lower cost, increasing demand for product variety and customization
is obvious and the fact that product life cycles are getting shorter and expanding industrial
competition can led to the breakdown of many mass industries, raising the need for production
strategies focused on individual customers.
Another problem these co-design activities face as well are the main factor for
complexity, difficulty and conceived risk for the customers, which are constraining the
accomplishments of a mass customization strategy. The expression ‘mass confusion’ is used to
illustrate the difficulties and drawbacks that the customers could possibly experience from
interactively engaging in mass customization processes.
1. 3. Objectives of the Study
The overall aim of this research is to develop a web-based garment configuration for mass
customization. This thesis shall be guided by the following specific objectives:
(i)
to develop an architectural framework for a web-based garment configuration for
mass customization;
(ii)
to develop a prototype web-based garment configuration for mass customization;
(iii) to provide an accessible medium where customers can view and choose from an
array of materials and styles online, giving their own measurements with the help of
a configurator; and
(iv)
to create a friendly environment where fashion designers can be more flexible in
communicating with customers who register on the designers’ websites with the
necessary details for reference purpose and delivery of goods.
1. 4. Research Methods
1. 4. 1. The Location of Study
This study concentrates on working class women in Ekpoma locality, where there are
many government establishments and private business concerns such as the Ambrose Alli
University, Esan West Local Government Secretariat, Zenith Bank, First Bank.
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1. 4. 2. Research Design
This research shall adopt the object-oriented analysis and design with prototyping.
Object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) is a software engineering approach that models a
system as a group of interacting objects. Each object represents some entity of interest in the
system being modeled, and is characterized by its class, its state (data elements), and its
behavior. In this system, a variety of models can be created to show the static structure, dynamic
behavior, and run-time deployment of various collaborating objects. There are a number of
different notations for representing these models, such as the Unified Modeling Language
(UML). Object-oriented analysis (OOA) applies object-modeling techniques to analyze the
functional requirements for a system. Object-oriented design (OOD) elaborates the analysis
models to produce implementation specifications. OOA focuses on what the system does and
OOD on how the system does it. Object oriented analysis (OOA) looks at the problem domain,
with the aim of producing a conceptual model of the information that exists in the area being
analyzed.
Coding this will be implemented as a 3tier architecture model using HTML and PHP
programming language. The 3 layers of the application are as follows:
1. Html client interfaces / Html interface front end
2. PHP server pages / Script middle end
3. SQL server as the back-end
Moreover, software architecture intuitively denotes the high level structures of a software
system. It can be seen as the set of structures needed to reason about the software system, which
comprises the software elements, the relations between them, and the properties of both
elements and relations. Figure 1 shows the software architecture of a web-based garment
configuration for mass customization system. From the design, two users (admin and client)
can be allowed to use the system when the design is translated to reality by developing it, using
the right choice of programming language. Both users have customized control panel or dash
board for performing their various activities. The architectural design has four major event
handlers for handling and processing different activities or tasks. The handlers are
registration/login handler, admin event handler, clients’ event handler and the process handler
that retrieve data from the clients’ databases, process and forward it to the admin main handler,
and also store resolved events to a different database for auditing of past events.
Technically, this software architectural design/framework for web-based garment
configuration registers apparel-making changes, assesses manageability of changes, computes
the price of the customized product/garment, and records the information in garment production
programme and design documentation.
The above is consistent with the view of da Silveira, Borenstein and Fogliatto (2001)
which states that the information system roles are defining a catalogue of options to be offered
to customers, collecting and storing information on customer choices, transferring data from
retail to manufacturer, and finally translating customer choices into product design features and
manufacturing instructions. A collection of hundred (100) cloth-types and ten (10) different
garment styles are used in this research to develop a web-based garment configuration for mass
customization.
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1. 5. Scope of the Study
(i) We define the success of mass customization (MC) as the ability to provide a higher
customer value products in contrast to mass-produced ones. We understand there are
many other avenues to define success, but they are not the focus in this study.
(ii) Our identified success factors are linked to the existing literature on mass
customization. However, we recognize that the success of MC can be influenced by
other conditions that are not characteristic to MC. We keep in mind that there are more
factors positively affecting overall successes of MC businesses.
(iii) In MC the line between products and services is blurry. In this study we concentrate
on the former, even though in the literature review we discuss both.
(iv) Our empirical research is limited to mass customization start-ups because we believe
it would be more profitable to analyze newly established companies that have not
operated in mass production manner. Hence, the success could be more directly
attributed to mass customization. In addition, we believe the managerial implications
would be more useful for young MC entrepreneurs.
(v) Our empirical research is limited to mass customization companies that reach their
customers through an online channel. The recent advances in information technologies,
the increased speed and availability of the Internet, have changed the way people
engage with environment and have created new possibilities for companies to sell their
products. Especially for start-ups, these changes have opened the door to a costefficient way to start new businesses. A great number of online mass customization
companies have emerged during the past few years, offering customers their products
exactly the way they want them. The elimination of a retailer is potentially more
convenient for the customer, and is more profitable for the company. Thus, resulting
in a win-win situation for both. In the light of these arguments, we believe that an
online web-based customization platform embodies the progress of mass
customization and enables the companies to communicate with their customers in the
most advanced manner. There are a number of companies offering offline MC
solutions, but for the sake of simplicity and relevance, we will exclude those cases
from our empirical research. This does not mean that these examples will not be
referred to, or discussed in literature review.
1. 6. Thesis Organization
This thesis will consist of six chapters. The first chapter deals with the general overview
of the study including background, statement of research problem, objectives, scope, limitation
and methodology of the research. The second chapter reviews literature on Internet or web
assisted processes of mass customization and products (garment) configuration. Chapter three
describes the system analysis of computerized configuration of garment mass customization,
and the existing system, specifications overview of proposed system.
Chapter four reports the design of the thesis. It comprises system specification and design,
architecture view, database specification, programme module specification, application
interfaces, choice and justification of programming language. Chapter five illustrates the system
implementation and documentation. The last chapter presents conclusion and recommendation
to computerized configuration of garment mass customization.
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1. 7. Definitions of Terms
Mass Customization (MC): Is a process through which companies can provide customized
products or services, through flexible processes in high volumes and at reasonably low costs
(with mass production efficiency).
Customer Co-design: Customers are integrated into value creation by defining, configuring,
matching, or modifying an individual solution.
Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS): A manufacturing system with certain degree of
flexibility that allows the system to respond to changes, either predicted or unpredicted. FMS
is highly flexible in managing manufacturing resources such as time and effort in order to
manufacture a new product. Great application of FMS is found in the production of small sets
of products like those from a mass production.
Reconfigurable Manufacturing System (RMS): A reconfigurable manufacturing system is
designed for fast adjustment of production capacity and functionality, in response to new
circumstances, by re-arrangement or changing the system components.
Computer Numeric Control (CNC): A control system in which numerical values related to
preferred tool or control positions are generated by a computer.
Configurator: An information system that supports the creation and management of
configuration knowledge and the specification of individual products. Open innovation:
Describes collaboration for innovation within networks of firms and external entities like
customers, retailers, suppliers, competitors, universities, and other research labs. The main
advantage of open innovation is the ability to capture the large base of information and
knowledge about needs, applications, and solution technologies that resides in the domain of
the users of a product or service.
1. 8. Significance of the Study
The significance or goal of this study is to use the electronic data transmission
technologies (e-commerce), such as internet (web) to improve existing business processes and
to identify or introduce new fashion business ideas and opportunity that could be of great
advantage in developing the society by way of saving time, money and energy. It is in this
context that this study examines the development phases in shopping for African (Nigerian)
traditional clothing online with a merchandiser/fashion designer who can design the material
within a specified period of days to meet the needs of working-class women in Ekpoma locality
in Nigeria.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
2. 1. Introduction
This chapter will provide an overview of the relevant literature in mass configuration,
establishing a foundation on which to explore technologies used in the area of mass
configuration. Specifically, this study investigated the possibility of using technology for mass
configuration; configuration of mass customization for garments was the focus of this research
in an effort to increase mass production and reduce errors during production. The body of this
literature consists of the conceptual framework, theoretical framework, empirical study and the
contributions or gaps which this research would fill.
2. 2. Conceptual Framework
Mass customization is defined as the ability to prepare on a mass basis individually
designed products and communications to meet each customer’s requirements (Kotler, 1997).
We are witnessing the dawn of a new age of customization, an age in which new advanced
technologies, increased competition, and more assertive customers are leading firms towards
customization of their products and services. This is evident in many industrial sectors and it is
consequently a current concern for the clothing (fashion) industry, especially in developing
societies such as Nigeria.
It is no more a matter of only relying on skilled labour and craftsmanship, in most
industries. In modern societies, we are observing how technologies and machinery are replacing
the human hands. In the case of mass customization, certain software and hardware packages
and equipment exist. Concentrating on the computer aided design/computer aided manufacture
(CAD/CAM) system, 3 dimensional (3D) body scanners transform the human body into graphic
forms. They provide accurate information about the human body, which can then be
downloaded to the pattern adjustment process. Customers are able to try over 300 prototypes
and then fine-tune the measurements for a perfect fit. Measurement of waist and hips are taken
and entered together with name and address into a touch-screen computer.
Mass customization is seen as a new strategy for achieving competitive advantage. It is
customer rather than production orientated and it is based on the idea of market adaptation to
fit individual needs, wants and requirements both on a national and international level (Garcia
and Calantone, 2002; Aigbedo, 2007). However, two decades of intense academic research have
not produced a commonly accepted definition of mass customization (Duray et al., 2000; Piller
2005; Kaplan and Haenlein, 2006). The multi-disciplinarity of the concept makes it particularly
difficult to reach a general consensus (Blecker et al., 2005). As Piller (2005) rightly notes, mass
customization has been related to all kinds of strategies that embrace high variety,
personalization and flexible production, but he attributes the limited diffusion and
implementation of the concept to the lack of a common understanding.
Considering the various existing definitions of mass customization, this section focuses
particularly on two promising definitions. First, Tseng and Jiao (2001) propose a short, precise
definition that is easily understandable for managers: mass customization corresponds to “the
technologies and systems to deliver goods and services that meet individual customers’ needs
with near mass production efficiency.” In this definition, the term mass refers to “mass
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production efficiency” and the term customization relates to “individual customers’ needs.”
Throughout this thesis, we will refer to companies applying the mass customization concept as
mass customizers or mass customization companies/firms.
Although from a capability perspective, the second definition by Piller (2005) might be
most appropriate because it clearly distinguishes mass customization from similar concepts. He
posits that “mass customization refers to a customer co-design process of products and services,
which meets the needs of each individual customer with regard to certain product features. All
operations are performed within a fixed solution space, characterized by stable but still flexible
and responsive processes. As a result, the costs associated with customization allow for a price
level that does not imply a switch in an upper market segment” (Piller, 2005).
The above conceptualisation comprises four key elements. The first element explains the
genus of the mass customization concept, that is, customers are increasingly seen as partners
(not recipients) in the value creation process who assume an active role and determine which
product is offered to them by specifying its attributes (Wikström, 1996). The second element
deals with the solution space within which a mass customizer is able to satisfy customers’ needs.
The range of available customization options is vast but also necessarily finite to avoid a cost
explosion (Hart, 1995). The third element states that a successful mass customization system is
characterized by flexible, responsive but stable processes so that increased variability in
customers’ demands does not significantly impair a firm’s operations or supply chains (Pine et
al., 1993). As for the last element, in contrast to earlier definitions (e.g., Pine et al., 1993; Hart
1995), it is not necessary that the cost level of mass customized products be comparable to that
of mass-produced standard products.
Recent empirical studies have clearly revealed that customers frequently show a higher
willingness to pay (WTP) for customized products (Franke and Piller, 2004; Schreier, 2006;
Franke et al., 2009). This price premium is commensurate with the added utility customers gain
from the customized product compared with the best standard product available (Kaplan et al.,
2007). Thus, costs need only be low enough that mass customization firms are able to target the
same market segment that was purchasing the standard products before.
But Hart (1995) also realizes that mass customization is some kind of an ideal state which
companies in the real world can, at best, only approximate. Instead, mass production and mass
customization represent two ends of a continuum on which most companies are located
somewhere in between (Lampel and Mintzberg, 1996; Radder and Louw, 1999; Salvador et al.,
2009). Furthermore, “implementing mass customization need not be framed as an ‘either-or’
proposition” (Kotha, 1995). This means that both approaches can even be practiced by the same
company, aimed at different target markets (Radder and Louw, 1999).
Large companies such as Adidas (miAdidas), Masterfoods (MyM&Ms), and Lego
(Mosaic) successfully provide customized products to a premium segment of costumers,
together with their standard product lines.
But then what is mass customization? Is it a marketing tool, a manufacturing strategy, or
an innovation process? Piller (2005) argues that mass customization is first and foremost a
vision to become a truly customer-centric enterprise. Thus, it should no longer be regarded as
a business model or competitive strategy but rather as “a process for aligning an organization
with its customers’ needs” (Salvador et al., 2009). To put this apparently simple statement into
practice could be quite complex because it requires a distinctive set of capabilities that
companies find hard to develop and difficult to sustain. This work, therefore, aims to identify
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the requisite strategic capabilities for mass customization and provide practical
recommendations for their implementation.
2. 3. Theoretical Framework
This section introduces the theoretical framework related to the scope of this research. In
this chapter the concept of mass customization (MC) is defined, as well as the different
approaches that a company could take in order to deliver mass customized offerings. Further,
the benefits and challenges of the mass customization process are addressed as well as the
success factors. Special attention is given on the enablers for MC, which contribute to
answering the second research question of this study. Finally, some insights are provided on
developing a successful MC strategy.
Earlier, we argued that the approach to mass production was founded on the assumption
that to achieve production at low costs, the quantity of the products has to be large with very
little variation, so the companies can benefit from the standardization and economies of scale.
Due to the advanced developments of the technology today, mass customization can consolidate
the two business practices - mass production (time, cost, quality) and craft production, thereby
getting best out of them (Svensson and Barfod, 2002).
Moreover, mass customization is thought to be an excellent choice for companies, to
distinguish them in an extremely competitive, as well as segmented market (De Silveira et al.,
2001). Pine (1993) observed that the modernization in the production, the improved information
technologies and the new management procedures enabled companies to follow the mass
customization in many business areas. Mass customization concept was introduced in the late
1980s and can be seen as inevitable step, towards increasingly flexible and optimized processes,
concerning expenses and quality of the products. Mass customization can be seen as a business
strategy which goal is to offer customers unique individualized products and services at
efficiency close to mass production (Blecker and Abdelkafi, 2006).
Different scholars have provided different perspectives on mass customization. Davis
(1987), who coined the term, refers to mass customization when the number of reached
customers can be identically large as in mass markets of the industrial economy, while at the
same time treated separately like in the markets of pre-industrial economies. Pine (1993)
affirmed the concept of mass customization and described it as providing a great variety and
individual customization, at charges similar to standard products and services. In a more
pragmatic way, Hart (1995) perceives MC as a system that utilizes information technology,
flexible processes and organizational structures in order to customize a large diapason of goods
and services to individual clients with a cost that is almost identical to the cost of mass produced
products.
Mass customization should not be considered as a strategy that will provide a wide range
of different products. To be more precise, it should provide a unique product on a mass scale,
after the order is made. The goal of mass customization is to offer the customers products and
services that will be specified uniquely for them at a suitable price, and which will meet their
individual expectations with mass production efficiency (Tseng and Jiao, 2001). This explains
why Piller (2004) posited that MC refers to customer’s co-design process of goods and services,
which will satisfy the needs of each individual customer in relation with certain product
features. All the activities should be done within fixed solution space, specified by stable yet
flexible and responsive processes. As a consequence, the costs associated with customization
can permit price levels that do not imply a switch in an upper market segment.
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In the following, more attention is put on the basic elements of this definition provided
by Piller which is adopted for this research: customer co-design refers to the inclusion of the
customers into value creation by defining, configuring, matching or adjusting individual
solution, in order to express their requirements and wishes into an actual product specification
(2005). Those actions are carried out by company-to-customer communication and
collaboration, which is the basic particle that distinguishes mass customization from different
strategies like lean management or agile manufacturing. Customers participate in the co-design
activities by selecting from a list of options and predefined components. In this way, the
customization options are restricted to certain product features.
Meeting the needs of each individual customer means that customers benefit from
customization with product that can satisfy their personal requirements much better compared
to the best standard product available in the market. Stable solution space stands for the preexisting capacity and the liberty provided by the producer’s manufacturing system (von Hippel,
2001). Mass customization system is defined by stable but in the same time flexible and
responsive processes that allow for dynamic flow of products (Pine, 1995). Adequate price and
cost levels means that mass customized offerings still have to be affordable, although the
customers are willing to pay price premium for a product that better fits their needs (Franke and
Piller, 2004).
Customization may start on three levels with regard to garment making: customizing
style, fit and functionality. Style (aesthetic design) is usually associated to visual arrangements,
such as the choice of colours, design, cuts or flavours. Most of the mass customization offers
(clothing) are founded on the opportunity to co-design the appearance of the product. This type
of customization is usually relatively easy to apply in manufacturing, requiring late degree of
postponement (Duray, 2002). Fit and comfort (measurements) refer to customization regarding
the appropriate size of a product (clothing) that fits the recipient’s dimensions. It is the
conventional initial point for customization, such as tailoring a product based on a body size or
the size of a room or other objects.
This dimension of customization can be considered as the best argument in favour of MC,
but also the most difficult to implement, from manufacturing as well as customer integration
aspects. It requires expensive and complex systems to collect the precise customer dimensions
and translate them into product (Piller, 2004). Functionality treats issues connected to choosing
speed, accuracy, output devices, interfaces, connectivity, upgradeability or other technical
specifications. It requires similar efforts to acquire customer information regarding the
preferred individual functionality as the fit dimension (Piller, 2004).
2. 4. Empirical Framework
The unit of analysis in this study is the mass customization firm. To ensure comparability
between respondents, we required companies in the sample to meet five criteria: First, they
must sell their products directly to end consumers (B2C). Second, they must provide an online
toolkit for customer co-design (web-based configuration). Third, they must market their
products via the Internet (e-commerce). Fourth, the customization of the products must take
place within the manufacturing processes (hard product customization). The opposite would be
soft customization, where the product is personalized by the customers themselves (selfcustomization) or by retailers (point-of-sale customization). Soft customization can also result
from secondary services provided with a standard product (service customization), which create
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the impression that the product itself is tailored to individual customers’ requirements (Piller
2006).
Fifth, customer co-design must be applied to change the physical characteristics of the
products (tangible products). Especially in the entertainment industry, a growing number of
companies offer customizable digital products (intangible products) such as movies, video
clips, songs or games (Anderson, 2006). Due to the fact that the fulfillment process for digital
products differs considerably from physical goods, these offerings were excluded from the
analysis. In total, we identified 620 mass customization firms that meet these criteria, using six
Internet sources (milkorsugar.com, configurator-database.com, egoo-journal.com, egoo.de,
mass-customization.blogs.com, and blogs.oneofakindpublishing.com). This can be regarded as
a near exhaustive sample, as these firms represent virtually the entire mass customization
universe in Western Europe and North America.
This research applied a two-step data-gathering approach. First, a group of trained experts
analyzed the website, the configurator, and the product offering of each of these 620 firms from
a customer’s perspective. Walcher and Piller (2011) have documented a comprehensive
overview of the results of the above study. This expert evaluation was followed by an extensive
company survey conducted to gain deeper insights into the structures and practices of the
players in today’s mass customization market. The empirical results presented in this thesis are
based exclusively on the data from this company survey. For this survey, we developed a
conceptual framework and formulated hypotheses based on the thorough literature analysis
documented in chapter four.
2. 5. Gaps to be Filled
(i) Development of a web-based garment configuration for mass customization.
(ii) Creation of an architectural framework that can reduce both the problems and
limitations of the existing production processes in the garment-making industry.
(iii) It will open up new vistas of research interfaces between computer science and fashion
studies.
(iv) This study will provide a video clip with which customers can learn how to measure
themselves for better fitting of garment sewn.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS
3. 1. Introduction
Designing a new or modifying an existing system calls for a thorough analysis of the
existing system in order to be able to come up with designs that proffer solutions to the
inadequacies in the existing one. System development can be likened to building a house, which
demands adequate planning and preparation in order to meet the objectives of the proposed
design. In recent times, there has been an upsurge in the availability of computerized
configuration for mass customization in production industries. Unlike in the developed or other
developing countries, computerized configuration in production industries has not gained
prevalence in Nigeria. As mentioned earlier, the aim of this research is to develop a web-based
garment configuration for mass customization. This chapter is dedicated to finding out the
views of stakeholders on the issue of web-based garment configuration for mass production in
manufacturing industries and analysis of existing system in Nigeria.
3. 2. Object-Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD) Methodology Adopted
Object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) is a technical approach used in the analysis
and design of an application or system through the application of the object-oriented paradigm
and concepts including visual modeling. This is applied throughout the development life cycle
of the application or system, fostering better product quality and even encouraging stakeholder
participation and communication.
Software and computer application systems are incredibly complex concepts since there
are few material restrictions and a lot of possible arbitrary reconstructions. Contrast that to
things like bridge or building design, where the concept of a bridge or building is defined by
the materials to be used and the nature of the environment it is built upon, which results in few
options. Software does not enjoy the same restrictions, and the room for complexity to grow is
very large. This is where object-oriented analysis and design comes into play. It uses abstraction
as a tool to encapsulate complexity, and the more abstractions are introduced, the greater is the
reduction in complexity. These acts of abstraction and encapsulation allow for certain problems
to be highlighted and subsequently suppressed.
OOAD is best applied iteratively since there is no clear process involved, but each aspect
where OOAD is applied is refined as it is reused. This is because major portions of the designs
are based on the entire aspects of the system and on the entities rather than on individual
functions and code. This enforces the modular approach of OOAD whose goal is to break down
the problem or the system into smaller units, called objects that can stand on their own and be
changed without affecting the ones around them too much. This makes it easy to add
functionality and behavior and allow the system to gracefully accept change.
3. 3. Objectives of Analysis, Design and Implementation of OOAD
The objectives include:
(i) to offer application designers a methodology that would support problems management
that appears when building complex applications. The concepts used in programming
languages must have a direct correspondent or should at least be obtained by those used
-13-
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(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

in the “modelling languages” in a natural and unambiguous way. The new concepts
developed by the method must be orthogonal in relation with those used in programming
languages;
to allow a better understanding of the problem domain. Thus stimulating
communication among all participants on a project development. Graphical
representations are intelligible and very suggestive for experts from any domain;
to support the problem description at a more abstract level (independent of the
programming language);
To offer more ways of reusing the results obtained in the early stages of an application's
life-cycle (by integral reutilization of projects or project parts - templates);
To favour the automation of those operations in the life-cycle that can go through such
processing; and
to encourage that the checking be performed before code compiling - directly at project
level.

The purpose of this method is to gather the pieces of information necessary for describing
a given problem and the solution to that problem, and to support the very implementation of
that solution. Thus, it is clear that the system implementation (code generation) has to be taken
into consideration, naturally followed by its testing. This is, after all, the final purpose for most
projects.
3. 4. Analysis of Existing System
The existing system is a traditional garment-making method whereby contact instruments,
such as measuring tapes and calipers are used by fashion designers to measure customers; the
customers are given catalogues of styles to choose from, with the intention of coming back at a
later date to collect their sewn garments. Even the subsisting online garments that are sewn
using the robotic technology for customers’ measurements which are purchased by buyers
cannot be tested physically by them.
3. 5. Drawbacks in the existing system:
(i) wastage of materials used in garment-making;
(ii) time consuming;
(iii) online fit problem;
(iv) amendment of clothes bought or sewn; and
(v) production technique is rather expensive and prone to error.
3. 6. Expectations of Proposed System:
This system is about creating a web-based garment configuration system for working class
females in Ekpoma. Through it:
i.
ii.

customers can login to the site, view and choose from an array of cloth-types and
styles online;
working class women can make orders, give measurements and sewn garments will be
delivered at designated addresses;
-14-
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iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

administrator can add, edit or delete and update items or products on the database;
after ordering and receiving of sewn garments payment can then be made by the
customers;
customers can relate with the fashion designer/manufacturer on the progress of making
their garments;
there is little or no wastage of materials used in garment-making; and
the processing time is faster and there is no online fit problem and hardly any
amendment of clothes sewn.

3. 7. Justification of the New System
Customarily, body sizes are collected by using contact instruments, such as measuring
tapes and calipers. However, the possible intra-and inter-observer errors may affect the
precision of measurement. Besides, the measurement procedure tends to be tedious and requires
considerable human efforts. By taking 2D photographs and analyzing the silhouette of human
body, some linear body dimensions can be collected (Meunier and Yin, 2000). In addition,
mathematical models can be developed to approximate circumference data. In this case, the
image quality has to be maximized to increase the precision of measurement. Furthermore, the
colour and background attributes need to be arranged in standardized conditions. Moreover,
calibration of the camera is essential prior to photographing. Compared with the 3D scanner,
the cost of a digital camera is much lower. The other advantage is that everyone can do the job
well after taking some practice, as long as a digital camera is available. Nevertheless, the
number of collected dimensions is relatively small, and the circumferences are approximated
with less accuracy. Therefore, there is a trade-off between using 2D photographs and 3D
scanning images for dimension collection.
Clothing patterns are generally generated by skilled pattern makers according to what
they measured and observed. This task requires considerable expertise and experience and thus
induces great labour costs. With the development of computer-aided design (CAD)/computeraided manufacturing (CAM) technologies, the computer software can make it more efficient to
generate clothing patterns (Kang and Kim, 2000; Stylios et al., 1992). Based on the
mathematical expressions for required measures, the computerized construction of clothing
patterns can be realized (Petrak and Rogale, 2000). Besides, the computer-generated human
models help to visualize the fitting results of the designer clothes in the virtual environment
(Petrak and Rogale, 2006; Kang and Kim, 2000). Due to the consistency of computer
programmes, patterns are created according to the same rules repeatedly.
Moreover, the data can be stored and retrieved with ease. It has the flexibility of
generating a different type of garment or clothing pattern rapidly without taking the
measurement again. Based on the patterns generated by the CAD system, fabric cutting can be
then performed in an easy and rapid manner. As mentioned above, there have been some
existing technologies enabling the automation of customized cloth-making. However, they lack
thorough and efficient integration of the respective processes. Thus, in this study, an integrated
system is proposed for customization of cloth-making, in terms of fabric selection, pattern
generation, personalized measurement and ordering methods.
Online shopping or market, commonly known as e-commerce or eCommerce, or ebusiness consists of the buying and selling of products or services over electronic systems such
as the Internet and other computer networks. The amount of trade conducted electronically has
grown extraordinarily with widespread Internet usage. The use of commerce is conducted in
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this way, spurring and drawing on innovations in electronic funds transfer, supply chain
management, Internet marketing, online transaction processing, electronic data interchange
(EDI), inventory management systems, and automated data collection systems. Modern
electronic commerce typically uses the World Wide Web (WWW) at least at some point in the
transaction's lifecycle, although it can encompass a wider range of technologies such as e-mail
as well. According to Batista (2013) a major challenge faced by online fashion retailers is the
fact that it is impossible for online shoppers to try physically the items of clothing they are
interested in buying. In the fashion industry this is the so-called ‘online fit problem’. The online
fit problem associated with the wide variation in sizing standards even within a single brand or
retailer increases the level of returns in online clothing purchases, i.e., clothes returned due to
wrong size purchase or fitting problems.
Nayak et al. (2015) indicate that computer-aided design is a tool used by computer
engineers and designers and it is used in many ways depending on the line of work and the use
and the type of software in question. CAD software is used to increase the productivity of the
design, improve the quality of design and improve communications through documentation and
to create database for manufacturing. They further argue that CAD is used in many fields; it is
used in electronic design, fashion design and other fields which describe the processes of
drawing with the use of computer software.
The justification for the development of the new system is based on the fact that some
working class citizens, particularly the womenfolk, do not have the time to visit fashion homes
to make their clothes. This is largely due to their busy schedules both at homes and work-places.
Also, pressures on many fashion designers operating in the old conventional system often lead
to measurement errors, wrong colour-matching of apparels, disappointments in time of
delivery, which ultimately result in customers’ dissatisfaction. The proposed new system would
make fashion designers more efficient in their services as it would enable accurate pattern
generation, fabric selection, personalized measurement and ordering methods.
For the manufacturers, that is, the fashion designers, the efficiency of the supply chain
that this process engenders would give more clarity of customer’s needs and accuracy of
measurements which would, in due course, reduce human exertion, fabrication cost and
increase production quantum. For the customers, it would bring about better fitness with faster
delivery system which can stimulate the desire for a variety of clothing outfits, and provide
greater customers’ satisfaction, thereby contributing technically to the dynamic interface of
computer application and garment construction. This system could also be used as a supporting
tool in the fashion industry to increase the efficiency of producing garments for females in
fashion homes.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SYSTEM DESIGN
4. 1. Introduction
System design is the process of structuring the system under study, following
specifications of processing requirements.
4. 2. Objective of the Design
The objective of the development of this study is to enable customers regardless of their
locations to have real time and remote access to mass configuration tools. This is to build a
framework that integrates web-based garment mass configuration into garment manufacturing
industries. With the proposed design, customers can view, configure a new design, and purchase
garments of several kinds of materials and colours. All these are channeled toward improved
garment manufacturing and also to increase the rate of garment production in the country.
4. 3. The Proposed System Architecture
The proposed system is designed based on client/server model, which is the model that is
built on Internet. The proposed system is composed of both the client application, server
application and the database. Figure 1 is the client/server diagram to represent the proposed
application.

Figure 1. Proposed System Architecture for Mass Configuration System.
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The following deployment diagram shows how a web application is deployed on a web
server and database in a separate server connected through the Internet. Clients could access
the web application through browsers on laptops, desktops, mobile platforms, among other
devices. The propose system presents a 3-tier architecture comprising the presentation tier, the
logic tier and the database tier. The presentation tier offers an interface to the user; the logic tier
serves as the middleware that is responsible for processing the user’s requests, while the
database tier serves as the repository of a pool of a number of different garment configurations.
It also consists of other modules for authentication (using username and password). Generally,
this is the architecture used by many electronic garment manufacturing industries, with the
exception of some countries with little modifications.
4. 4. The Designs
The designs are in two phases:
(i) a framework for electronic garment mass configuration system; and
(ii) an application for electronic garment mass configuration system.
4. 4. 1. Framework for Electronic Garment Mass Configuration System
The object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) is a technical approach used in the
analysis and design of an application or system through the application of the object-oriented
paradigm and concepts, including visual modeling. The framework in Figure 2 shows the
different object entities and their integrations.

Figure 2. Framework for Electronic Garment Mass Configuration System.
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Of course, each product category is different, each market is different, each region is
different, and each product configurator is different. Nevertheless, there are some mass
customization concepts that can be generally described in the above diagram. The mass
configuration business model can be broken into four key parts.
(1) Product
Essentially, product quality is of top priority to the Internet shopper. The novelty of
offering a built-to-order product is not enough. Shoppers will research where the product is
made, the company’s story, and any consumer reviews they can find. Does a customized
product demand a premium price? This is a topic of great debate. Shoppers are still very pricesensitive in these recessionary times. Luxury products, however, continue to demand premium
prices. It would be a mistake to neglect the importance of packaging. Nicely designed packaging
is a great complement to a well-designed product. Personalized packaging can enhance the
value of a thoughtful gift.
(2) Customization Experience
The customization experience should be fast, social, fun, intuitive, and highly visual. Too
many choices or too many steps can be confusing and detract from the experience. The
experience itself could be integrated with various consumer channels; as a stand-alone website,
inside a Facebook page, or as a mobile application. The entire shopping experience should be
considered. How do shoppers browse a collection of products before they customize or refine
their choice? Smooth integration of search, browse, and customization is key. Users want
recommendations and guidance while they are getting creative.
(3) Fulfillment Method
Behind the scenes, your backend systems need to be prepared to receive orders. Does
your fulfillment system scale and contract with demand variability? Is your manufacturing
process automated enough to deserve the “mass” in mass customization? Does your cost
structure support your business model? Traditionally, customized products take much longer to
assemble than mass produced products. Will your customers accept longer lead times or do you
offer a quick turnaround? E-commerce juggernauts such as Zappos and Amazon have proved
that customer service is critical in the eyes of the online shopper. Do you offer free shipping
both ways? Is it easy to get a hold of a representative to resolve any issues? Is your support
model scalable?
(4) E-commerce Strategy
A website that sells products would not go very far without an end-to-end Internet
marketing strategy. It is important to optimize performance, add fresh web content, carefully
structure the site layout for search engine crawlers, constantly run promotions, focus on
customer loyalty and retention, streamline the checkout process, and integrate email and social
media customer outreach strategies.
If you offer customer accounts and community interaction, make it simple to sign in and
join the conversation. Shoppers should be able to see all their past orders and easily reorder
previous customized products that they have designed. Launching a co-creation business is a
great idea, but that does not mean there is one go-to-market business model for everyone.
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Consider this mass customization business model framework as you define your specific
business model.
4. 4. 2. Application for Electronic Garment Mass Configuration System
(1) Main Menu

Admin

Users /Customers

LOGIN
Activity Lists
Sign in Administrator

Products

View
Products

View
Products
details

Customize a
product

Product
Collection

Orders

Category

Make an
Order

Figure 3. Electronic Garment Mass Configuration Framework Expanded to Main Menu

The proposed application is a menu driven application in the sense that users have to
select menu option based on the operation they wish to execute. The application outlines the
available menu options where selection can be made from. Figure 3 is the detailed description
of the available menu options in the proposed electronic garment mass configuration
application.
(2) Input Specification
All inputs to the electronic garment mass configuration system are checked using the
inbuilt validation module. The purpose of this module is to ensure that incorrect data is not
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allowed in. With the checks, the database receives correct data for the electronic garment mass
configuration. The inputs to the login module include the username/email and the password.

(3) Output Specification
Outputs from the electronic garment mass configuration system include feedbacks and
server responses to users’ requests. Outputs are based on users’ requests.
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(4) System Flowchart
Figure 4 shows the system flowchart of the proposed system.

Figure 4. System Algorithm Flowchart Diagram

(5) System Algorithm
The algorithm of the developed system is shown below:
Step 1: display welcome screen
Step 2: display login screen
Step 3: accept login parameters {username and password}/ login as a guest
Step 4: login validation
If (true) go to step 5 else go to step 3
Step 5: display menu
Step 6: select menu option
Step 7: process on selected menu
Step 8: end
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(6) Program Module Specification
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

The Home page: - This module displays the list of all the products available for
customization and ordering. It also presents the user to sort the products by category,
also the about us and contact us link.
The shop page: This module gives a display of all the categories to cloths available foe
customization. From you can view the details of a product and customize it before
making your order.
About Us Page: - Provides a details of the name of the production industry and also the
address, telephone number etc.
The Contact Page: - This module provides us with a medium where the customer or
designer can send or communicate with the production industry by sending a mail to
them.
The Cart Page: - This module is a digital cart that holds the orders selected by the
customer or designer. Its holds a list of all the orders done by the customer / designer
and the unit price of each item with also a summary of the total cost of all the items on
the cart.
The Login Page: - this module is an authentication interface to the administrator section
of this system. Only registered administrator with valid username and password can
have access to the administrative section of this interface.
The Admin Page: - This module displays the products, product collections, orders and
category. In this module you can manage the product, product collections i.e. you can
add or delete particular item for the shop list. You can view and update unpaid order,
delivered order and paid orders in this module. Products on the shop list can be placed
into various categories.

(7) Database Specification
The application utilizes database for the keeping of all the data for garment mass
customization system. The database implementation was done using MySQL database
software. The system database implementation runs on database server; database server
contains one database namely: mass_customization. The database contains six (6) tables that
hold data for each of the operation. The available tables are: cart, category, order, products,
tblProductCollection, user.
Table 1. Cart Database Specification
Column name
ID
Products

Data type
Int
Varchar

Size
10
50

Constraints
Primary key
Not null

Table 2. Category Database Specification
Column name
ID
Title

Data type
Int
Varchar

Size
10
50
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Table 3. Order Database Specification
Column name
ID

Data type
Int

Size
10

Constraints
Primary key

Name
Contact

Varchar
Varchar

50
100

Not null
Not null

Address
Email

Varchar
Varchar

200
50

Not null
Not null

Item
Amount

Varchar
Varchar

20
50

Not null
Not null

Status

Varchar

5

Not null

DateOrdered
DateDelivered

Varchar
Varchar

20
50

Not null
Not null

Measurements

Varchar

50

Not null

Table 4. Products Database Specification
Column name
ID

Data type
Int

Size
10

Constraints
Primary key

ImgUrl
Product

Varchar
Varchar

50
100

Not null
Not null

Description
Price

Varchar
Varchar

200
50

Not null
Not null

Category

Varchar

50

Not null

Measurements

Varchar

50

Not null

Table 5. Product Collection Database Specification
Column name

Data type

Size

Constraints

ID

Int

10

Primary key

ImgUrl

Varchar

50

Not null

Collection_name

Varchar

100

Not null

Description

Varchar

200

Not null

Price

Varchar

50

Not null

Category

Varchar

50

Not null

ProductID

Int

10

Not null

Table 6. Users Database Specification
Column name

Data type

Size

Constraints

ID

Int

10

Primary key

Username

Varchar

50

Not null

Password

Varchar

50

Not null
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(8) Web Application Interface
Home page
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Product Details Page
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Product customization page
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Shopping Cart Page
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Check out page
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Admin login page
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Admin Products page
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Orders Page
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(9) Choice of Programming Language
There is several programming or web designing languages such as FORTRAN, PASCAL,
JAVA, etc. The selection of web designing language for use in a particular application depends
mainly on the nature of the application. The designer’s knowledge of the language and the
availability of appropriate software are necessary. In the light of the above, designing software
criteria, Macromedia Dream –Weaver MX was selected.
Macromedia Dream Weaver MX is a web-designing tool or software and it has some
familiarities with the windows environment. Unlike traditional languages, macromedia dream
weaver uses an interactive approach to application development or web designing. It makes use
of fireworks and flash paper which are the tools for designing in dream weaver.
PHP: PHP Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP -- yes, the first "P" in the acronym does indeed
stand for PHP!) allows web developers to create a dynamic content that interacts with databases.
PHP applications are usually found on Linux servers and in conjunction with MySQL
databases. It provides those servers with functionality similar to that provided to the Windows
platform by Active Server Pages technology.
The beauty of PHP lies in its simplicity. It is easy to understand and learn, especially for
those with backgrounds in programming such as C, javascript and HTML. The language is
similar to C and Perl so that anyone with a background in either C or Perl programming will
feel comfortable using and understanding PHP. PHP also runs on just about every platform
including most UNIX, Macs and Windows versions.
PHP offers many levels of security to prevent malicious attacks. These security levels can
be adjusted in the .ini file. Another key advantage of PHP is its connective abilities: PHP uses
a modular system of extensions to interface with a variety of libraries such as graphics, XML,
encryption, etc. In addition, programmers can extend PHP by writing their own extensions and
compiling them into the executable or they can create their own executable and load it using
PHP’s dynamic loading mechanism.
(10) Database Tool: MYSQL
Application database server was developed using MYSQL database system software.
MySQL is a relational database management system (RDBMS) based on SQL (Structured
Query Language). First released in January, 1998, MYSQL is now one component of parent
company MYSQL AB's product line of database servers and development tools. MYSQL runs
on virtually all platforms, including Linux, UNIX, and Windows. It is fully multi-threaded
using kernel threads, and provides application programme interfaces (APIs) for many
programming languages, including C, C++, Eiffel, Java, Perl, PHP, Python and Tcl.
MySQL is used in a wide range of applications, including data warehousing, e-commerce,
web databases, logging applications and distributed applications. It is also increasingly
embedded in third-party software and other technologies. According to MYSQL AB, their
flagship product has over six million active MYSQL installations worldwide. Customers
include Cisco, Dun and Bradstreet, Google, NASA, Lufthansa, Hyperion and Suzuki.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION
5. 1. Introduction
System implementation centres on the use of the developed application. It ensures the
proper web application of the system to define the problem. After the proper testing and user
certification, the system can then migrate from rest environment to production environment.
The web application is used and applied to real life scenario in the production environment.
There are some factors that must be considered in implementing a system. These factors
include: feasibility study; system requirement; installation issues; conversion process; and
training end users.
5. 2. Feasibility Study
5. 2. 1. Economic Feasibility
Economic analysis is most frequently used for evaluation of the effectiveness of the
system. More commonly known as cost/benefit analysis, the procedure is to determine the
benefit and saving that are expected from a system and compare them with costs and decisions
are made to design and implement the system. This part of feasibility study gives the top
management the economic justification for the new system.
It is an important input to the management because, very often, the top management does
not like to get confounded by the various technicalities that are bound to be associated with a
project of this kind. A simple economic analysis that gives the actual comparison of costs and
benefits is more meaningful in such cases. In the system, the organization is most satisfied by
economic feasibility because if the organization implements this system, it needs not require
any additional hardware resources as well as it will be saving lot of time.
5. 2. 2. Technical Feasibility
Technical feasibility centres on the existing manual system of the test management
process and to what extent it can support the system. According to feasibility analysis
procedure, the technical feasibility of the system is analyzed and the technical requirements
such as software facilities, procedures, inputs, etc., are identified. It is also one of the important
phases of the system development activities.
The system offers greater levels of user friendliness combined with greater processing
speed. Therefore, the cost of maintenance can be reduced. Since, processing speed is very high
and the work is reduced from the maintenance point of view, management would be convinced
that the project is operationally feasible.
5. 2. 3. Behavioural Feasibility
People are inherently resistant to change and computer has been known to facilitate
changes. An estimate should be made of how strong the user is likely to move towards the
development of computerized system. This includes the various levels of users in order to
ensure proper authentication and authorization and security of sensitive data of the organization.
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5. 3. System Requirements
Here the system requirements are of two forms, namely, hardware requirements and
software requirements. The minimum requirements are considered as follows:
5. 3. 1. Minimum Hardware Requirements for Application Server
The minimum hardware system requirements that the application server must meet are as
follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Processor: Intel Core i3
RAM: 2GB
200 MB free storage space
Network Interface Card (NIC) which should be a wired card. Wireless network adapter
can still be used.
v. Internet connection with static IP (Internet Protocol) address
5. 3. 2. Minimum Hardware Requirements for the Client System
The following minimum hardware requirements are recommended for the client system:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

SVGA 14 inches monitor
Pentium (Duo Core) Processor
RAM: 1GB
Mouse and mouse pad.
Keyboard

5. 3. 3. Minimum Software Requirements
The minimum software requirements for the developed system are as follows:
i. Network based Operating System such as Windows Vista, Windows 7, etc.
ii. WAMP Server
iii. Web Browsers such as Internet Explorer, Flock, Safari, Opera, Firefox, etc.
5. 4. Installation Issues
5. 4. 1. System Installation Procedure
Core to web application is the application hosting. Hosting entails transferring the
developed application to the intended web server, users can then call client interfaces from the
web server. The hosting process depends on the web server software being used. The procedure
explained here is centred on Apache web server software:
1. On the web server, that is the system on which Apache is installed
2. Copy the application files to vhost/localhost folders
3. Restart the server
After restarting the server, the application server is ready to be used for server application
interfaces with the clients.
The application can either be hosted to run internet or intranet. To run the application on
the Internet, the web server must be hosted on a web server with dedicated and fast Internet
connection. On the other hand, to run the application on the intranet, there is only need for local
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area network connection of systems, while the client systems point to the web server directly.
In addition, to hosting, there will be need for domain name configuration on the web server.
This is essential for servers to run on the internet.
5. 4. 2. System Documentation
This offers a comprehensive approach to web application usage. The documentation
covers the following:
(i) starting web application developed;
(ii) using the web application; and
(iii)web application interface (procedure for the use).
5. 4. 3. Starting Web Application
To start the web application, the user is expected to:
(i) click on start and move the mouse pointer to the web browser of your choice.
(ii) type http://localhost/the name of site.
5. 5. Conversion Process
System conversion simply means a changed over procedure for the new system. There
are different methods that can be employed in system conversion. One of such is the parallel
conversion that involves using the two methods together concurrently and migrating from the
old system to the new gradually. This will enable the demand for correction or modification.
The parallel conversion process is used for the conversion of the system developed.
5. 6. Training of the End Users
One important stage in implementation phase is the end user training. This gives the ends
users the necessary knowledge of the new system. For a system to be effectively implemented
there is need for adequate training to be provided for the end user.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6. 1. Conclusion
Mass customization is becoming a competitive strategy for companies that are offering
individualized products. Many companies are using mass customization as a business strategy
to meet changing customer needs. Primarily, companies need to realize what degree of
customization is needed by customers and the extent of customization that could be offered
competitively. Not all products can involve customers in the design stage of the value chain and
the degree of customization offered would also vary from product to product based on the
complexity of manufacturing the product. Mass customization could lead to potential benefits
and additional costs. Therefore, effective production and operations management are vital for
success.
Product configurators provide a platform for companies to do interactive product
configuration for their customers and are essential for successful mass customization. However,
depending on the degree of mass customization offered, a company needs to select a product
configurator with appropriate capabilities that will allow customers to configure products as
desired. This research was an effort to develop an approach to ascertain the product configurator
capabilities needed for successful mass customization in garment making. Two frameworks,
one for classifying companies based on the extent of mass customization and another to identify
the various product configurators based on different criteria, were developed.
The product configurator capabilities really could then be identified by locating the
company on the mass customization framework and mapping it on to the product configurator
framework to determine where it should be positioned. The two frameworks could also be used
for strategic planning and further improvement. The application of the frameworks is illustrated
and validated through a case study. This work can act as a road map to companies following
mass customization and suggest the required product configurator capabilities needed.
Companies could assess their current strategy by locating themselves in the frameworks using
the guidelines and project their future location and plan to succeed accordingly.
6. 2. Future work
It should be noted that the location of companies in the mass customization framework
(except the case company) and product configurators used are based on available literature and
information provided in their respective websites. Also, more examples of B2C companies are
discussed because of lack of sufficient data on B2B companies.
Furthermore, the operations management strategies of mass customization have not been
the primary focus. The case company that has been used to validate this scheme is a B2C
company. So, future research could work on validation of the current scheme on B2B
companies.
Also, the current model could be further refined. The guidelines proposed are very generic
and often would have to be addressed on a case-by-case basis. There is lot of scope for research
on mass customization and product configurators as they as still emerging concepts.
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6. 3. Contributions to knowledge
a) A web-based garment configuration for mass customization was designed.
b) The study provided a new system that could reduce both the problems and limitations
of the existing production processes in the female garment-making industry.
c) It is hoped that the study would open up new vistas of research interfaces between
computer science and fashion studies.
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APPENDIX
PROGRAM SOURCE CODING LISTING

Home page
<?php include('include/home/header.php'); ?>
<section>
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<?php include('include/home/sidebar.php'); ?>
<div class="col-sm-9 padding-right">
<div class="features_items"><!--features_items-->
<h2 class="title text-center">All Products</h2>
<!--php starts here-->
<?php
//$filter = isset($_POST['filter']) ? $_POST['filter'] : '';
if(isset($_POST['filter']))
{
$filter = $_POST['filter'];
$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM products where
Product like '%$filter%' or Description like '%$filter%' or Category like '%$filter%'");
}
else
{
$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM products");
}
if($result){
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while($row=mysql_fetch_array($result)){
$prodID = $row["ID"];
echo '<ul class="col-sm-4">';
echo '<div class="product-image-wrapper">
<div class="single-products">
<div class="productinfo text-center">
<a href="product-details.php?prodid='.$prodID.'"
rel="bookmark" title="'.$row['Product'].'"><img src="reservation/img/products/'.$row['imgUrl'].'"
alt="'.$row['Product'].'" title="'.$row['Product'].'" width="300" height="350" /></a>
</a>
<h2><font color="black"><a href="productdetails.php?prodid='.$prodID.'" rel="bookmark"
title="'.$row['Product'].'">'.$row['Product'].'</a></font></h2>
<h2><font color="black">#'.$row['Price'].'</font></h2>
<p>Category: '.$row['Category'].'</p>
<a href="product-details.php?prodid='.$prodID.'" class="btn
btn-default add-to-cart"><i class="fa fa-shopping-cart"></i>View Details</a>
</div>';
echo '</ul>';
}
}
?>
<!--php ends here-->
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
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</section>
<?php include('include/home/footer.php'); ?>

Category .php
<?php include('include/home/header.php'); ?>
<section>
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<?php include('include/home/sidebar.php'); ?>
<?php $filter = isset($_GET['filter']) ? $_GET['filter'] : '';?>
<div class="col-sm-9 padding-right">
<div class="features_items"><!--features_items-->
<h2 class="title text-center">View by <?php echo
$filter;?></h2>
<br>
<!--php starts here-->
<?php
$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM products where
Product like '%$filter%' or Description like '%$filter%' or Category like '%$filter%'");
if($result){
while($row=mysql_fetch_array($result)){
$prodID = $row["ID"];
echo '<ul class="col-sm-4">';
echo '<div class="product-image-wrapper">
<div class="single-products">
<div class="productinfo text-center">
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<a href="product-details.php?prodid='.$prodID.'"
rel="bookmark" title="'.$row['Product'].'"><img src="reservation/img/products/'.$row['imgUrl'].'"
alt="'.$row['Product'].'" title="'.$row['Product'].'" width="150" height="150" />
</a>
<h2><a href="product-details.php?prodid='.$prodID.'"
rel="bookmark" title="'.$row['Product'].'">'.$row['Product'].'</a></h2>
<h2>'.$row['Price'].'</h2>
<p>Category: '.$row['Category'].'</p>
<a href="product-details.php?prodid='.$prodID.'" class="btn
btn-default add-to-cart"><i class="fa fa-shopping-cart"></i>View Details</a>
</div>';
echo '</ul>';
}
}
?>
<!--php ends here-->
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</section>
<?php include('include/home/footer.php'); ?>

About Us
<?php include('include/home/header.php'); ?>
<div id="contact-page" class="container">
<div class="bg">
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<div class="row">
<div class="col-sm-12">
<h2 class="title textcenter">About<strong>Us</strong></h2>
</div>
</div>
<div class="row">
<div class="col-sm-8">
<div class="contact-form">
<div class="form-group col-md-12">
<p><b>Company Name:</b> Nuvons Ventures </p>
</div>
<div class="form-group col-md-12">
<p><b>Address :</b> No 120 Benin Auchi Express way, Ikhiro
junction ekpoma, Edo state, Nigeria</p>
</div>
<div class="form-group col-md-12">
<p><b>Mobile:</b> 090783635311</p>
</div>
<div class="form-group col-md-12">
<p><b>Fax:</b> Not Available</p>
</div>
<div class="form-group col-md-12">
<p><b>Email:</b> info@nuvonsventures.com</p>
</div>
</div>
</div>
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<div class="col-sm-4">
<div class="contact-info">
<div class="social-networks">
<h2 class="title text-center">Social
Networking</h2>
<ul>
<li>
<a href="#"><i class="fa fafacebook"></i></a>
</li>
<li>
<a href="#"><i class="fa fatwitter"></i></a>
</li>
<li>
<a href="#"><i class="fa fagoogle-plus"></i></a>
</li>
<li>
<a href="#"><i class="fa fayoutube"></i></a>
</li>
</ul>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
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</div><!--/#contact-page-->
<?php include('include/home/footer.php'); ?>

Contact Us
<?php include('include/home/header.php'); ?>
<div id="contact-page" class="container">
<div class="bg">
<div class="row">
<div class="col-sm-12">
<h2 class="title text-center">Contact
<strong>Us</strong></h2>
</div>
</div>
<div class="row">
<div class="col-sm-8">
<div class="contact-form">
<h2 class="title text-center">Get In Touch</h2>
<div class="status alert alert-success" style="display:
none"></div>
<form id="main-contact-form" class="contact-form row"
name="contact-form" method="post">
<div class="form-group col-md-6">
<input type="text" name="name" class="form-control" required
placeholder="Name">
</div>
<div class="form-group col-md-6">
<input type="email" name="email" class="form-control" required
placeholder="Email">
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</div>
<div class="form-group col-md-12">
<input type="text" name="subject" class="form-control" required
placeholder="Subject">
</div>
<div class="form-group col-md-12">
<textarea name="message" id="message" required class="formcontrol" rows="8" placeholder="Your Message Here"></textarea>
</div>
<div class="form-group col-md-12">
<input type="submit" name="submit" class="btn btn-primary pullright" value="Submit">
</div>
</form>
</div>
</div>
<div class="col-sm-4">
<div class="contact-info">
<h2 class="title text-center">Contact Info</h2>
<address>
<p>Nuvons Ventures</p>
<p>Mobile: 090783635311</p>
<p>Fax: Not Available</p>
<p>Email:info@nuvonsventures.com </p>
</address>
<div class="social-networks">
<h2 class="title text-center">Social
Networking</h2>
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<ul>
<li>
<a href="#"><i class="fa fafacebook"></i></a>
</li>
<li>
<a href="#"><i class="fa fatwitter"></i></a>
</li>
<li>
<a href="#"><i class="fa fagoogle-plus"></i></a>
</li>
<li>
<a href="#"><i class="fa fayoutube"></i></a>
</li>
</ul>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div><!--/#contact-page-->
<?php include('include/home/footer.php'); ?>

Video Tutorial
<?php include('include/home/header.php'); ?>
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<div id="contact-page" class="container">
<div class="bg">
<div class="row">
<div class="col-sm-12">
<h2 class="title text-center">Video
<strong>Tutorial</strong></h2>
</div>
</div>
<div class="row">
<div class="col-sm-8">
<div class="contact-form">
<h2 class="title text-center">Video Tutorial on how to take
your measurements</h2>
<div class="form-group col-md-12">
<video width="700" height="400" controls>
<source src='reservation/How_To_Take_Basic_Measurements_Tutorial__For_Sewing,_Pattern_Making,_Dressmakin.mp4' type='video/mp4' />
<source src='reservation/How_To_Take_Basic_Measurements_Tutorial__For_Sewing,_Pattern_Making,_Dressmakin.ogv' type='video/ogg; codecs="theora, vorbis"' />
<object id="flowplayer" data="flowplayer-3.2.2.swf" type="application/x-shockwave-flash"
width="700" height="400" >
<param name="movie" value="flowplayer-3.2.2.swf">
<param name="allowfullscreen" value="true">
<param name="flashvars"
value="config={'clip':{'url':'reservation/How_To_Take_Basic_Measurements_Tutorial__For_Sewing,_Pattern_Making,_Dressmakin.mp4','autoPlay':false}}">
</object>
</video>
</div>
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</div>
</div>
<div class="col-sm-4">
<div class="contact-info">
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div><!--/#contact-page-->
<?php include('include/home/footer.php'); ?>

Cart.php
<?php include('include/home/header.php'); ?>

<section id="form"><!--form-->
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<div class="col-sm-12">
<table class="table table-bordered table-responsive">
<thead class="bg-primary">
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th></th>
</thead>
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<tbody>
<?php $total = 0; ?>
<?php if(isset($_SESSION['cart'])){ ?>
<?php foreach($_SESSION['cart'] as $row): ?>
<?php if($row['qty'] != 0): ?>
<tr>
<td class="text-center"><strong><?php echo $row['product']." ".$row['measurement']
;?></strong></td>
<td class="text-center"><?php echo $row['price'];?></td>
<td class="text-center">
<form action="cart/data.php?q=updatecart&id=<?php echo $row['proID'];?>" method="POST">
<input type="number" name="qty" value="<?php echo $row['qty'];?>" min="0"
style="width:50px;"/>
<button type="submit" class="btn btn-info">Update</button>
</form>
</td>
<?php
$iprice = $row['price'];
$trimmed = str_replace('#', '',
$iprice);
echo $trimmed;
$itotal = $trimmed *
$row['qty']; ?>
<td class="text-center"><font class="itotal">#<?php echo $itotal;
?></font></td>
<td class="text-center"><a href="cart/data.php?q=removefromcart&id=<?php echo
$row['proID'];?>"><i class="fa fa-times-circle fa-lg text-danger removeproduct"></i></a></td>
</tr>
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<?php $total = $total + $itotal;?>
<?php endif;?>
<?php endforeach; ?>
<?php $_SESSION['totalprice'] = isset($_SESSION['totalprice']) ? $_SESSION['totalprice'] : $total;
?>
<?php $vat = $total * 0.12; ?>
<tr>
<td colspan="3" class="text-right"><strong>Sub Total</strong></td>
<td colspan="2" class="text-primary"><?php echo number_format($total - $vat,2) ?></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan="3" class="text-right"><strong>VAT (12%)</strong></td>
<td colspan="2" class="text-danger"><?php echo number_format($vat,2); ?></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan="3" class="text-right"><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td colspan="2" class="text-danger"><strong><?php echo number_format($total,2);
$_SESSION['totprice']=$total; ?></strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
<div class="pull-right">
<a href="cart/data.php?q=emptycart" class="btn btn-danger btn-lg">Empty Cart!!!</a>
<a href="#" class="btn btn-success btn-lg" data-toggle="modal" datatarget="#checkout_modal">Check Out</a>
</div>
<?php }else{ ?>
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<tr><td colspan="5" class="text-center alert alert-danger"><strong>*** Your Cart is Empty
***</strong></td></tr>
</tbody>
</table>
<?php } ?>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</section><!--/form-->
<?php include('include/home/modal.php'); ?>
<?php include('include/home/footer.php'); ?>

Login.php
<?php include('include/home/header.php'); ?>
<section id="form"><!--form-->
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<div class="col-sm-4 col-sm-offset-1">
<div class="login-form"><!--login form-->
<div class="error"></div>
<h2>Administrative Login</h2>
<form>
<input type="text" name="username" placeholder="username" id="username" required/>
<input type="password" name="password" placeholder="password" id="password" required/>
<button type="button" name="submit" class="btn btn-default" id="login">Login</button>
</form>
</div><!--/login form-->
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</div>
</div>
</div>
</section><!--/form-->
<?php include('include/home/footer.php'); ?>

Header.php
<?php include('db.php'); ?>
<?php session_start(); ?>
<?php //print_r($_SESSION['cart']); ?>
<?php date_default_timezone_set('Asia/Manila'); ?>
<?php
$jim = new Data();
$countproduct = $jim->countproduct();
$cat = $jim->getcategory();
class Data {
function countproduct(){
$count = 0;
$cart = isset($_SESSION['cart']) ? $_SESSION['cart']:array();
foreach($cart as $row):
if($row['qty']!=0){
$count = $count + 1;
}
endforeach;
return $count;
}
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function getcategory(){
$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM category");
return $result;
}
}
?>
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0">
<meta name="description" content="">
<meta name="author" content="">
<title>Shopping Cart</title>
<link href="css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet">
<link href="css/font-awesome.min.css" rel="stylesheet">
<link href="css/main.css" rel="stylesheet">
<link href="css/responsive.css" rel="stylesheet">
<link href="css/style.css" rel="stylesheet">
<!--[if lt IE 9]>
<script src="js/html5shiv.js"></script>
<script src="js/respond.min.js"></script>
<![endif]-->
</head><!--/head-->
<body>
<header id="header"><!--header-->
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<div class="header_top"><!--header_top-->
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<div class="col-sm-6">
<div class="contactinfo">
<ul class="nav nav-pills">
<li><a href="#"><i class="fa faphone"></i> 090783635311</a></li>
<li><a href="#"><i class="fa faenvelope"></i> info@nuvonsventures.com</a></li>
</ul>
</div>
</div>
<div class="col-sm-6">
<div class="social-icons pull-right">
<ul class="nav navbar-nav">
<li><a href="#"><i class="fa fafacebook"></i></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><i class="fa fatwitter"></i></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><i class="fa falinkedin"></i></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><i class="fa fadribbble"></i></a></li>
<li><a href="#"><i class="fa fagoogle-plus"></i></a></li>
</ul>
</div>
</div>
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</div>
</div>
</div><!--/header_top-->
<div class="header-middle"><!--header-middle-->
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<div class="col-lg-12">
<div class="logo pull-left">
<center><a href="index.php"><img
src="images/home/header.png" alt="" class="img-responsive"/></a></center>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div><!--/header-middle-->
<div class="header-bottom navbar navbar-inverse"><!--header-bottom-->
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<div class="col-sm-9">
<div class="navbar-header navbar-default">
<button type="button" class="navbar-toggle"
data-toggle="collapse" data-target=".navbar-collapse">
<span class="sr-only">Toggle
navigation</span>
<span class="icon-bar"></span>
<span class="icon-bar"></span>
<span class="icon-bar"></span>
</button>
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</div>
<div class="mainmenu pull-left">
<ul class="nav navbar-nav collapse navbarcollapse">
<li><a
href="index.php">Home</a></li>
<li class="dropdown"><a href="#">Shop<i class="fa fa-angle-down"></i></a>
<ul role="menu" class="sub-menu">
<?php
$cat = $jim->getcategory();
while($row = mysql_fetch_array($cat)){
echo '<li><a href="category.php?filter='.$row['title'].'">'.$row['title'].'</a></li>';
}
?>
</ul>
</li>
<li><a href="about.php">About
Us</a></li>
<li><a
href="contact.php">Contact</a></li>
<li><a href="video_tutorial.php">Video tutorial</a></li>
<li><a href="cart.php">Cart <span
class="badge"></span></a></li>
<li><a
href="login.php">Login</a></li>
</ul>
</div>
</div>
<div class="col-sm-3">
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<div class="search_box pull-right">
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div><!--/header-bottom-->
</header><!--/header-->

Sidebar.php
<section>
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<div class="col-sm-3">
<div class="left-sidebar">
<h2>Category</h2>
<div class="list-group">
<?php
$q = "Select * from category order by title asc";
$r = mysql_query($q);
if($r){
while($row = mysql_fetch_array($r)){
echo '<a href="category.php?filter='.$row['title'].'" class="list-group-item">'.$row['title'].'</a>';
}
}
?>
</div>
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<!--/category-products-->
</div>
</div>

Footer.php
<div class="footer-bottom">
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<p class="pull-left">Copyright © 2017. &nbsp;&nbsp;
nuvonsventures.com. &nbsp;&nbsp; All rights reserved.</p>
</div>
</div>
</div>
<script src="js/jquery.js"></script>
<script src="js/bootstrap.min.js"></script>
<script src="js/main.js"></script>
<script src="js/script.js"></script>
</body>
</html>

Admin.php

<?php include('include/admin/header.php');?>
<section>
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
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<?php include('include/admin/sidebar.php');?>
<div class="col-sm-9 padding-right">
<div class="features_items"><!--features_items-->
<h2 class="title text-center">All Products</h2>
<label for="filter">Filter</label><input type="text"
name="filter" value="" id="filter" />
<a rel="facebox" href="addproduct.php">Add Product</a>
<table cellpadding="1" cellspacing="1" id="resultTable">
<thead>
<tr>
<th style="border-left: 1px solid
#C1DAD7"> ID </th>
<th> Image </th>
<th> Product </th>
<th> Desciption </th>
<th> Price </th>
<th> Category </th>
<th> Style </th>
<th> Action </th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<?php
include('db.php');
$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM
products");
while($row = mysql_fetch_array($result))
{
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echo '<tr class="record">';
echo '<td style="border-left:
1px solid #C1DAD7;">'.$row['ID'].'</td>';
echo '<td><a rel="facebox"
href="editproductimage.php?id='.$row['ID'].'"><img src="reservation/img/products/'.$row['imgUrl'].'"
width="80" height="50"></a></td>';
echo '<td><div
align="right">'.$row['Product'].'</div></td>';
echo '<td><div
align="right">'.$row['Description'].'</div></td>';
echo '<td><div
align="right">'.$row['Price'].'</div></td>';
echo '<td><div
align="right">'.$row['Category'].'</div></td>';
echo '<td><div
align="right">'.$row['Style_name'].'</div></td>';
echo '<td><div
align="center"><a rel="facebox" href="editproductdetails.php?id='.$row['ID'].'"><i class="fa fa-edit
fa-lg text-success"></i></a> | <a href="#" id="'.$row['ID'].'" class="delbutton" title="Click To
Delete"><i class="fa fa-times-circle fa-lg text-danger"></i></a></div></td>';
echo '</tr>';
}
?>
</tbody>
</table>
</section>
<?php include('include/admin/footer.php'); ?>

Webpay.php
<? session_start();
$idd = $_GET['id'];
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$_SESSION['SesID']= $idd;
?>
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html><head><meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8">
<link rel="shortcut icon" type="image/x-icon"
href="https://webpay.interswitchng.com/paydirect/favicon.ico">
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale = 1, maximum-scale=1, userscalable=no">
<title>WebPAY - NUVONS VENTURES</title>
<link href="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/webpay.css" rel="stylesheet">
<script src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/jquery"></script>
<script src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/common"></script>
<script src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/watermark"></script>
<script src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/close-browser"></script>
</head>
<body>
<div id="outer-frame">
<div id="page-header">
<div id="account-header">
</div>
</div>
<!--page logo header starts-->
<div id="page-logo-header" class="">
<div id="page-logo-header-content">
<img src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/webpay.png" id="db-logo" alt="isw">
<div id="page-title-header" class="">
<div class="merchant_name" style="display: ">
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NUVONS VENTURES
</div>
<div style="height: 7px">
</div>
</div>
</div>
<div id="tag">
<span>
<? echo $_SESSION['fullname']; ?> - 17550<? echo $idd; ?>
&nbsp;<span id="loggedinusername">
</span></span>
</div>
</div>
<!--page logo header ends-->
<div></div>
<div id="_msg" style="position: relative"></div>
<div style="padding-right: 10px; text-align: right;" id="aborttransaction">
<form action="#" method="post"><input type="submit" id="returntomerchantsite" class="btn btndanger" value="Return to merchant site" name="returntomerchantsite" style="display: none;">
<a href="cart.php" onclick="return Cancel_Click();" id="returnlink" tabindex="8">Return to
merchant site</a>
<input id="__wdx_ysfdr_xpl" name="__wdx_ysfdr_xpl" type="hidden" value=""><input
id="__wrx_yux_frd_xlp" name="__wrx_yux_frd_xlp" type="hidden"
value="L3BheWRpcmVjdC9QYXkvUmVzcG9uc2VQb3N0Lz9yZXNwPVoxJmRlc2M9KFNlc3Npb
24gTG9zdC9UaW1lIE91dCkmdHhuUmVmPTk5Nzg2NDMmcGF5UmVmPSZyZXRSZWY9JmNhc
mROdW09MCZhcHByQW10PTAmYW10PTIwMDAwJnVybD1odHRwcyUzYSUyZiUyZmFjY291
bnQuYmV0OWphLmNvbSUyZnBheW1lbnRzaHViJTJmRGVwb3NpdCUyZldlYlBheVRyYW5zY
WN0aW9uTm90aWZpY2F0aW9u"></form></div>
<div id="payment-information">
<!-- information fieldset start -->
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<form action="webpay_processing.php?id=<? echo $idd ?>" method="post"><div id="mainDiv">
<!-- information fieldset end -->
<div class="price_ish">
<div class="course-ribbon green">
<b>₦ <?echo $_SESSION['totprice']; ?></b>
</div>
</div>
<fieldset class="two-col">
<p class="left dontshow">
<span class="exp">Amount:</span><br>
<span class="pay-details">₦ <? echo $_SESSION['totprice']; ?></span>
</p>
</fieldset>
<div id="cardtype_login" style="display: block;">
<div class="or" id="logindiv">
<div style="left: -20px;position: relative;width: 101%;margin-top: -4%;font-size:
12px;color:#439b30" class="page_message_container_info" id="loginreason">
<div class="page_message_text_info" style="text-align: justify; width: 80%;">Skip entering your card
details. Login to your eWallet to retrieve your cards.<i>Quickteller credentials also work</i></div>
</div>
<div id="loginpart">
<div>
<div style="margin-bottom: 5px;">
<input class="input_text watermark marked" autocomplete="off" id="username" name="username"
placeholder="Email or Phone Number" title="Email or Phone Number" type="text" value="">
</div>
<div>
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<input class="input_text" autocomplete="off" id="password" name="password"
placeholder="Password" title="Password" type="password" value="" style="display: none;"><input
type="text" class="input_text watermark marked password" style="undefined" value="Password">
</div>
</div>
<div id="buttonsDiv" style="padding-top: 10px; margin-right: auto; margin-left: auto;">
<span style="margin-left: 2px;">
<input type="button" style="vertical-align: initial;" class="btn btn-small btn-danger" name="login"
id="login" value="Login" onclick="return webpay_login.Login();">
</span>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <span style="margin-left: 0px;" id="registerSpan"></span>
</div>
</div>
<script src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/login"></script>
<script type="text/javascript">
var test= 1;
webpay_login.loggingInMsg = 'Validating QuickTeller credentials';
$(document).ready(function() {
$(this).keydown(function(e) {
if (e.keyCode == '13' && $('#logindiv:visible').length ) {
$("#login").click();
}
if( e.keyCode == '13' && $('#rowMain:visible').length ) {
$('#pay').click();
}
});
});
webpay_login.GetLoginData = function() {
var data = { };
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data.username = $('#username').val();
data.password = $('#password').val();
data.__wdx_ysfdr_xpl = $('#'+ webpay.sessionIdentifierKey).val();
data.__wrx_yux_frd_xlp = $('#' + webpay.returnUrlKey).val();
return data;
};
</script>
<p>
<span id="ortext">OR</span>
</p>
</div>
<div id="cardsSelectList"><select class="selinput" id="cardtype" name="cardtype"
onchange="webpay.ProcessCardTypeSelection($(this).val())" tabindex="1"><option value="-1">Select your card type -</option>
<option value="1|1|1|Card Number|0|Card PIN|1|0|||0|0">Verve™</option>
<option value="1|1|1|Card Number|0|Card PIN|1|0|||0|0">Freedom card</option>
<option value="1|1|1|Card Number|0|Card PIN|2|0|||0|0">MasterCard™ Naira Debit</option>
<option value="1|0|1|Card Number|0|Card PIN|3|0|||0|0">Visa</option>
</select></div>
<div id="qtinfo" style="display: block;">
</div>
</div>
<div id="cardImage" style="font-size: 10px; display: none;">
&nbsp;Please wait...
<img alt="loading" src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/loading.gif">
</div>
<div id="rowMain" style="display: none;">
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<div id="cardNumberDiv">
<span class="exp" id="cnLabel"></span>
<br>
<input autocomplete="off" tabindex="2" class="input_text" name="pp_cardpan" id="pp_cardpan"
maxlength="20">
<input autocomplete="off" class="input_text" name="pp_cardpan_alternate"
id="pp_cardpan_alternate" style="display: none;" tabindex="2">
</div>
<div id="slen" style="margin-top: -8px;">
<div id="expDiv">
<div>
<span class="exp">Expiry Date</span><br>
</div>
<div id="divExpMonth">
<select tabindex="4" name="pp_exp_month" class="selinput pp_exp_month" id="pp_exp_month">
<option value="-">--</option>
<option value="01">Jan</option>
<option value="02">Feb</option>
<option value="03">Mar</option>
<option value="04">Apr</option>
<option value="05">May</option>
<option value="06">Jun</option>
<option value="07">Jul</option>
<option value="08">Aug</option>
<option value="09">Sep</option>
<option value="10">Oct</option>
<option value="11">Nov</option>
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<option value="12">Dec</option>
</select>
</div>
<div id="divExpYr">
<select class="selinput" id="pp_exp_year" name="pp_exp_year" tabindex="5"><option value="-">-</option>
<option value="2017">2017</option>
<option value="2018">2018</option>
<option value="2019">2019</option>
<option value="2020">2020</option>
<option value="2021">2021</option>
<option value="2022">2022</option>
<option value="2023">2023</option>
<option value="2024">2024</option>
<option value="2025">2025</option>
<option value="2026">2026</option>
<option value="2049">2049</option>
<option value="2050">2050</option>
</select>
</div>
</div>
<div id="cvv">
<div>
<span id="cvv-label" class="exp">CVV2</span><span class="question" id="cvv-question-label">
(What is cvv2?)
</span>
</div>
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<input type="password" autocomplete="off" id="txt_cvv2" name="txt_cvv2" class="input_text"
tabindex="6" maxlength="3">
</div>
<br>
<br>
</div>
<div id="pp_name">
<span id="pp_pinpad_label" class="exp" style="text-transform: none;">Card PIN</span><br>
</div>
<div id="pp_pinpad_row">
<input tabindex="7" type="password" maxlength="4" class="input_text_pin" name="pp_pin"
id="pp_pin" readonly><br>
<div class="pinsecure">
<a href="javascript:pp_enter_text(2);">2</a><a href="javascript:pp_enter_text(4);">4</a>
<a href="javascript:pp_enter_text(6);">6</a><a href="javascript:pp_enter_text(0);">0</a>
<a href="javascript:pp_enter_text(5);">5</a><a href="javascript:pp_enter_text(7);">7</a>
<a href="javascript:pp_enter_text(8);">8</a><a href="javascript:pp_enter_text(9);">9</a>
<a href="javascript:pp_enter_text(1);">1</a><a href="javascript:pp_enter_clearText();">
Clr
</a><a href="javascript:pp_enter_text(3);">3</a>
<a href="javascript:pp_enter_cancelText();">Del</a>
</div>
</div>
<div style="clear: both;">
</div>
<div class="subscribe">
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By clicking Pay, I have agreed to this service’s <a id="privacy_policy"
href="https://webpay.interswitchng.com/paydirect/termsandconditions.htm" target="_blank"
title="Opens in a new window">
Terms and Conditions
</a>
</div>
<br>
</div>
<div>
<input type="hidden" name="data" id="data">
</div>
<div id="buttonsDiv">
<span>
<input type="button" tabindex="8" id="pay" value="Pay" name="pay" style="display: none; marginright: 25px;" class="btn btn-small btn-danger">
</span>
</div>
<input id="__wdx_ysfdr_xpl" name="__wdx_ysfdr_xpl" type="hidden" value="">
<input id="__wrx_yux_frd_xlp" name="__wrx_yux_frd_xlp" type="hidden"
value="L3BheWRpcmVjdC9QYXkvUmVzcG9uc2VQb3N0Lz9yZXNwPVoxJmRlc2M9KFNlc3Npb
24gTG9zdC9UaW1lIE91dCkmdHhuUmVmPTk5Nzg2NDMmcGF5UmVmPSZyZXRSZWY9JmNhc
mROdW09MCZhcHByQW10PTAmYW10PTIwMDAwJnVybD1odHRwcyUzYSUyZiUyZmFjY291
bnQuYmV0OWphLmNvbSUyZnBheW1lbnRzaHViJTJmRGVwb3NpdCUyZldlYlBheVRyYW5zY
WN0aW9uTm90aWZpY2F0aW9u">
</div>
<div>
</div>
</form>
<div id="processing" style="display: none;" align="center">
<p style="font-size: 18px;" align="center">
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Please wait...</p>
<img src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/ajax-loader.gif" alt="loading">
</div>
<script type="text/javascript">
var globalCvvLabels = new Array();
globalCvvLabels['1'] = 'CVV2';
globalCvvLabels['2'] = 'CVC2';
globalCvvLabels['3'] = 'CVV2';
</script>
<div id="verifymobilediv" style="display: none;">
</div>
<div id="logos" style="margin-top: -5px;">
<hr>
<div class="line" style="margin-bottom: -10px;">
<a id="stLink" target="_blank" class="greydout">
<img id="safeTokenImg" style="margin-bottom:5px;" src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/safetoken.png"
alt="safetoken">
</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<a id="mscAuthLink" target="_blank" class="greydout">
<img id="mcImg" src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/mastercode.png" width="76" height="40"
alt="mastercode">
</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<a id="visaAuthLink" target="_blank" class="greydout">
<img id="vsImage" src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/visa.png" width="76" height="40" alt="visa">
</a>
</div>
</div>
</div>
<div class="text">
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<p>
© Copyright Interswitch Limited</p>
</div>
</div>
<script src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/webpay"></script>
<script src="./WebPAY - Bet 9ja_files/payment"></script>
<script type="text/javascript">
webpay.expiryDateErrorMessage = 'Please select your card expiry date';
webpay.pinErrorMessage = 'Error: Please enter your pin';
webpay.panErrorMessage = 'Warning: Invalid Card Number! Your Card Number must be
between 12 and 19 digits in length.';
webpay.cvvErrorMessage = 'Your CVV2 must be 3 digits';
webpay.safeTokenMessage = 'The Safetoken service provides additional security for your online
payments<br /> through the use of One Time Passwords (OTPs). You may be required to use an<br />
OTP to complete this transaction.';
webpay.mscMessage = 'Your card may be eligible or enrolled in MasterCard SecureCode
payer<br /> authentication programs. After clicking on Pay, your Card Issuer may prompt <br />you
for your payer authentication password to complete your purchase.';
webpay.vbvMessage = '';
webpay.retrieveCardsInfo = 'Retrieving your registered cards.';
webpay.SetUpQuestionInfoValue = 'This is the 3-digit number printed at the back of your card';
webpay.InitPaymentModule();
webpay.SetUpQuestionInfo();
</script>
<script type="text/javascript">
var $ = jQuery;
webpay.sessionIdentifierKey = '__wdx_ysfdr_xpl';
webpay.returnUrlKey = '__wrx_yux_frd_xlp';
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webpay.noRegisteredCardsMsg = 'You have no Verve™ cards registered. Register your Verve™
card on the ATM so that you wont have to remember your card number.';
var value = -1;
webpay.emptyCardSelectValue = value;
var paymentStarted = false;
$('#returntomerchantsite').click(function() {
return ReturnToMerchantSite();
});
function ReturnToMerchantSite() {
return true;
if (paymentStarted || confirm('Are you sure you want to exit? Your purchase has not completed. Click
Cancel to return to WebPAY. Click OK to return to the merchant site.')) {
return true;
}
return false;
}
function Cancel_Click() {
$('#returntomerchantsite').click();
}
</script>
</body></html>

Product_detail.php
<?php
include("db.php");
$prodID = $_GET['prodid'];
if(!empty($prodID)){
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$sqlSelectSpecProd = mysql_query("select * from products where id = '$prodID'") or
die(mysql_error());
$getProdInfo = mysql_fetch_array($sqlSelectSpecProd);
$prodname= $getProdInfo["Product"];
$prodcat = $getProdInfo["Category"];
$prodprice = $getProdInfo["Price"];
$proddesc = $getProdInfo["Description"];
$prodmeas= $getProdInfo["measurements"];
$prodimage = $getProdInfo["imgUrl"];
}
?>
<?php include('include/home/header.php'); ?>
<section>
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<?php include('include/home/sidebar.php'); ?>
<div class="col-sm-9 padding-right">
<div class="product-details"><!--product-details-->
<div class="col-sm-5">
<div class="view-product">
<img src="reservation/img/products/<?php
echo $prodimage; ?>" />
</div>
</div>
<div class="col-sm-7">
<div class="product-information"><!-/product-information-->
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<h2 class="product"><font
color="#99ccff"><b><?php echo $prodname; ?></b></font></h2>
<p>Category: <?php echo $prodcat;
?></p>
<p>Price: <span
class="price">#<?php echo $prodprice; ?></span></p>
<p>Color: <span class="color"><?php echo $proddesc; ?></span></p>
<p>Measurement: <span class="measurement"><?php echo $prodmeas ?></span></p>
<br>
<a class="btn btn-default add-to-cart" id="add-to-cart"><i class="fa fa-shopping-cart"></i>Add to
Cart</a>
<br><a class="btn btn-default add-to-cart" href="product-details-customize.php?prodid=<? echo
$prodID; ?>">Click her to Customize</a>
<p class="info hidethis" style="color:red;"><strong>Product Added to Cart!</strong></p>

</div><!--/product-information-->
</div>
<div class="col-sm-12">
</div>
</div><!--/product-details-->
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</section>
<?php include('include/home/footer.php'); ?>

Product_details_Customization.php
<?php
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include("db.php");
$prodID = $_GET['prodid'];
if(!empty($prodID)){
$sqlSelectSpecProd = mysql_query("select * from products where id = '$prodID'") or
die(mysql_error());
$getProdInfo = mysql_fetch_array($sqlSelectSpecProd);
$prodname= $getProdInfo["Product"];
$prodcat = $getProdInfo["Category"];
$prodprice = $getProdInfo["Price"];
$proddesc = $getProdInfo["Description"];
$proddesc = $getProdInfo["Description"];
$Stye_name= $getProdInfo["Style_name"];
$prodimagereal = $getProdInfo["imgUrl"];
$prodmeas= $getProdInfo["measurements"];
$sqlSelectSpecProdSTyle = mysql_query("select * from tblstyle where Category =
'$prodname'") or die(mysql_error());
//$getProdInfoSTyle = mysql_fetch_array($sqlSelectSpecProdSTyle);
//

$prodimage = $getProdInfoSTyle["img_Url"];

//

echo $prodimage;
}

?>
<?php include('include/home/header.php'); ?>
<script type="text/javascript" src="js/jquery1.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="js/script1.js"></script>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css" />
<section>
<div class="container">
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<div class="row">
<?php include('include/home/sidebar.php'); ?>
<div class="col-sm-9 padding-right">
<div class="product-details"><!--product-details-->
<div class="col-sm-5">
<div class="view-product" id="bg">
<img src="reservation/img/products/<?php
echo $prodimagereal; ?>" id="img" />
</div>
<h4><b>Customize your measurement</b></h4>
<script type="text/javascript">
function Updatemeasurement(f){
var measure =
$("span.measurement").html()

var strmeasure = $("#dmeeas
:selected").val()
var textInputVal =
document.getElementById('l').value
var meanew = measure + ', ' +
strmeasure + ':' + textInputVal;
$('.measurement').html(meanew);

}
</script>
<table cellpadding="5px" cellspacing="5px" frame="box">
<tr>
<td>
Select an appropraite measurement:&nbsp;
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<select name="dmeeas" id="dmeeas">
<option value="Length"> Length</option>
<option value="Angle"> Angle</option>
<option value="Bust">Bust </option>
<option value="Waist"> Waist</option>
<option value="Hip"> Hip</option>
<option value="Shoulder Length">Shoulder Length </option>
</select>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>
<input type="text" name="l" class="l" id="l" /> (Inchs)
&nbsp;&nbsp;<input type="button" name="btnchoose" value="Apply"
onclick="Updatemeasurement(this.form)" />
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</div>
<div class="col-sm-7">
<div class="product-information"><!-/product-information-->
<h2 class="product"><font
color="#99ccff"><b><?php echo $prodname; ?></b></font></h2>

<p>Price: <span class="price">#<?php echo $prodprice; ?></span></p>
<p>Color: <span class="color"><?php echo $proddesc; ?></span></p>
<p>Measurement: <span class="measurement"></span></p>
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<a class="btn btn-default add-to-cart" id="add-to-cart"><i class="fa fa-shopping-cart"></i>Add to
Cart</a>
<p class="info hidethis" style="color:red;"><strong>Product Added to Cart!</strong></p>
<div id="menu"><img
src="images/bgclick.png"></div>
<div id="thumb">
<script type="text/javascript">
function changeImage(a,b,c) {
document.getElementById("img").src=a;
$('.color').html(b);
$('.price').html(c);
}
</script><ul>
<?php
if($sqlSelectSpecProdSTyle){
while($getProdInfoSTyle=mysql_fetch_array($sqlSelectSpecProdSTyle)){
$prodimage = $getProdInfoSTyle["img_Url"];
$prodcolor = $getProdInfoSTyle["Description"];
$styleprice = $getProdInfoSTyle["Price"];
?>
<li style="display: inline;"><div style="height:150px; width:150px; background-color:#FF0;
float:left; margin-right:4px; margin-bottom:2px; border-color:#000;" dir="#FF0">
<!--<img src="reservation/img/products/<?php //echo $prodimage; ?>" width="100%" height="100%"
onclick="UpdateSyntoms(this.form)"/> -->
<img src="reservation/img/products/<?php echo $prodimage; ?>" onclick="changeImage('<?php
echo "reservation/img/products/".$prodimage ?>','<?php echo $prodcolor ?>',<?php echo $styleprice
?>);" width="100%" height="100%">
</div></li>
<?php
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}}
?>
</ul>
</div>
</div><!--/product-information-->
</div>
</div><!--/product-details-->
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>
</section>
<?php include('include/home/footer.php'); ?>

Order.php
<?php include('include/admin/header.php'); ?>
<section>
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<?php include('include/admin/sidebar.php'); ?>
<div class="col-sm-9 padding-right">
<div class="features_items"><!--features_items-->
<h2 class="title text-center">Orders</h2>
<!-- Nav tabs -->
<ul class="nav nav-tabs" role="tablist">
<li class="active"><a href="#data1" role="tab" data-toggle="tab">Unpaid Orders</a></li>
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<li><a href="#data2" role="tab" data-toggle="tab">Delivered Orders</a></li>
<li><a href="#data3" role="tab" data-toggle="tab">Paid Orders</a></li>
</ul>
<!-- Tab panes -->
<div class="tab-content">
<div class="tab-pane active" id="data1">
<table class="table table-bordered">
<thead class="bg-primary">
<th>Date Ordered</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Action</th>
</thead>
<?php $unpaid = $jim->getunpaidorders(); ?>
<?php while($row = mysql_fetch_array($unpaid)){ ?>
<tr>
<td class="text-center"><?php echo $row['dateOrdered']; ?></td>
<td><?php echo $row['name']; ?></td>
<td class="text-center"><a href="item.php?id=<?php echo $row['id']?>&&p=unconfirmed"
target="_blank"><i class="fa fa-external-link"></i> View Item</a></td>
<td class="text-center"><a href="order.php?p=deliver&&id=<?php echo $row['id']; ?>" class="btn
btn-warning">Deliver</a></td>
</tr>
<?php } ?>
</table>
</div>
<div class="tab-pane" id="data2">
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<table class="table table-bordered">
<thead class="bg-primary">
<th>Date Delivered</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Action</th>
</thead>
<?php $delivered = $jim->getdeliveredorders(); ?>
<?php while($row = mysql_fetch_array($delivered)){ ?>
<tr>
<td class="text-center"><?php echo $row['dateDelivered']; ?></td>
<td><?php echo $row['name']; ?></td>
<td class="text-center"><a href="item.php?id=<?php echo $row['id']?>&&p=delivered"
target="_blank"><i class="fa fa-external-link"></i> View Item</a></td>
<td class="text-center"><a href="order.php?p=paid&&id=<?php echo $row['id']; ?>" class="btn btnwarning">Paid</a></td>
</tr>
<?php } ?>
</table>
</div>
<div class="tab-pane" id="data3">
<table class="table table-bordered">
<thead class="bg-primary">
<th>Date Paid</th>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Item</th>
</thead>
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<?php $paid = $jim->getpaidorders(); ?>
<?php while($row = mysql_fetch_array($paid)){ ?>
<tr>
<td class="text-center"><?php echo $row['dateDelivered']; ?></td>
<td><?php echo $row['name']; ?></td>
<td class="text-center"><a href="item.php?id=<?php echo $row['id']?>" target="_blank"><i class="fa
fa-external-link"></i> View Item</a></td>
</tr>
<?php } ?>
</table>
</div>
</div>
</section>
<?php include('include/admin/footer.php'); ?>

Add_product.php

<script type="text/javascript">
function validateForm()
{
var a=document.forms["addproduct"]["pname"].value;
if (a==null || a=="")
{
alert("Pls. Enter the product name");
return false;
}
var b=document.forms["addproduct"]["desc"].value;
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if (b==null || b=="")
{
alert("Pls. Enter the product description");
return false;
}
var c=document.forms["addproduct"]["price"].value;
if (c==null || c=="")
{
alert("Pls. enter the price");
return false;
}
var d=document.forms["addproduct"]["cat"].value;
if (d==null || d=="")
{
alert("Pls Enter the product category");
return false;
}
var d=document.forms["addproduct"]["meas"].value;
if (d==null || d=="")
{
alert("Pls Enter the product stlye");
return false;
}
var e=document.forms["addproduct"]["image"].value;
if (e==null || e=="")
{
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alert("Pls. browse an image");
return false;
}
/*if (c.which!=8 && c.which!=0 && (c.which<48 || c.which>57))
{
alert("The input U enter in Quantity field is not valid, only numbers are accepted (ex. 1, 2, 3, 4.......)");
return false;
}
if (b.which!=8 && b.which!=0 && (b.which<48 || b.which>57))
{
alert("The input U enter in Quantity field is not valid, only numbers are accepted (ex. 1, 2, 3, 4.......)");
return false;
}*/
}
</script>
<style type="text/css">
<!-.ed{
border-style:solid;
border-width:thin;
border-color:#00CCFF;
padding:5px;
margin-bottom: 4px;
}
#button1{
text-align:center;
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font-family:Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
border-style:solid;
border-width:thin;
border-color:#00CCFF;
padding:5px;
background-color:#00CCFF;
height: 34px;
}
-->
</style>
<!--sa input that accept number only-->
<SCRIPT language=Javascript>
<!-function isNumberKey(evt)
{
var charCode = (evt.which) ? evt.which : event.keyCode
if (charCode > 31 && (charCode < 48 || charCode > 57))
return false;
return true;
}
//-->
</SCRIPT>
<form action="addexec.php" method="post" enctype="multipart/form-data" name="addproduct"
onsubmit="return validateForm()">
Product Name<br />
<input name="pname" type="text" class="ed" /><br />
Description<br />
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<input name="desc" type="text" id="rate" class="ed" /><br />
Price<br />
<input name="price" type="text" id="qty" class="ed" onkeypress="return isNumberKey(event)" /><br
/>
Product Category<br />
<select name="cat" class="ed">
<?php
include('db.php');
$r = mysql_query("select * from category");
while($row = mysql_fetch_array($r)){
echo '<option>'.$row['title'].'</option>';
}
?></select><br />
Measurement (size)<br />
<input name="meas" type="text" class="ed" placeholder="XXL(men)" /><br />
Product Image: <br /><input type="file" name="image" class="ed"><br />
<input type="submit" name="Submit" value="save" id="button1" />
</form>

Item.php
<?php include('include/admin/header.php'); ?>
<section>
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<?php include('include/admin/sidebar.php'); ?>
<div class="col-sm-9 padding-right">
<div class="features_items"><!--features_items-->
<?php $item = $jim->getorder(); ?>
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<?php while($row = mysql_fetch_array($item)): ?>
<div class="col-sm-12">
<div class="panel panel-default">
<div class="panel-heading">
<h3 class="panel-title">ORDER INFORMATION</h3>
</div>
<div class="panel-body">
<table class="table">
<tr>
<td class="text-right"><strong>Customer :</strong></td>
<td class="text-info"><strong><?php echo $row['name'];?></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td class="text-right"><strong>Contact :</strong></td>
<td class="text-info"><strong><?php echo $row['contact'];?></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td class="text-right"><strong>Address :</strong></td>
<td class="text-info"><strong><?php echo $row['address'];?></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td class="text-right"><strong>Email :</strong></td>
<td class="text-info"><strong><?php echo $row['email'];?></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td class="text-right"><strong>Date Ordered :</strong></td>
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<td class="text-info"><strong><?php echo $row['dateOrdered'];?></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td class="text-right"><strong>Amount :</strong></td>
<td class="text-danger"><strong><?php echo $row['amount'];?></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td class="text-right"><strong>Item(s) :</strong></td>
<td class="text-primary"><strong><?php echo $row['item'];?></strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<?php if($p == 'unconfirmed'){ ?>
<td class="text-right" colspan="2"><a href="order.php?p=deliver&&id=<?php echo $row['id']; ?>"
class="btn btn-warning">Deliver</a></td>
<?php }else if($p == 'delivered'){?>
<td class="text-right" colspan="2"><a href="order.php?p=paid&&id=<?php echo $row['id']; ?>"
class="btn btn-warning">Paid</a></td>
<?php } ?>
</tr>
</table>
</div>
</div>
<?php endwhile; ?>
</section>
<?php include('include/admin/footer.php'); ?>
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